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Purpose of review

This article reviews current work investigating the neural bases of autism spectrum

disorder (ASD) within the discipline of electrophysiological brain research. The

manuscript focuses primarily on advances in understanding related to social information

processing and interconnectivity among brain systems in ASD.

Recent findings

Recent research indicates anomalous function of social brain regions in ASD and

highlights the specificity of processing problems to these systems. Atypical activity in

this circuitry may reflect genetic susceptibility for ASD, with increased activity in

compensatory areas marking the distinction between developing and not developing

the disorder. Advances in understanding connectivity in ASD are highlighted by novel

work providing initial evidence of atypical interconnectivity in infancy.

Summary

Emerging understanding of neural dysfunction in ASD indicates consistent but

heterogeneous dysfunction across brain systems in ASD. Key objectives for the

immediate future include the use of multimethod approaches that encompass temporal

and spatial imaging; behavioral phenotyping carried out in developmental context to

reveal subgroups defined uniquely by trajectories; and individual-specific profiles of

behavioral performance and brain function.
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Introduction

Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is an early-onset neuro-

developmental disorder characterized by difficulties in

social interaction and communication, and repetitive

or restricted interests and behaviors [1]. Despite great

phenotypic heterogeneity and presumed etiologic diver-

sity in ASD, social dysfunction has been the hallmark

and unifying feature of ASD since its original description

[2], affecting both simple (e.g., shared gaze) and

complex social behaviors (e.g., triadic attention sharing).

Anomalies of social perception, unlike communication

problems or repetitive behaviors that are present in

numerous disorders (e.g., anxiety, expressive language

impairment), are unique to ASD and are documented

across sensory modalities [3,4]. Social deficits in ASD

tend to precede impairment in other domains [5], emer-

ging within the first year of life [6]. The current review

focuses on understanding underlying neural systems

subserving social perception and information processing

in ASD. We review conceptual background and highlight
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recent advances. We also address recent work investi-

gating an alternative interpretation of autistic dysfunc-

tion, problems with interconnectivity and consequent

difficulties with sophisticated information processing.
Social perception and information processing
Given the predominance and universality of social dys-

function in the autistic phenotype, neuropathology in

brain systems subserving social information processing

has become a key focus in autism research. This

theoretical framework for understanding development

in ASD posits that specific brain systems evolved to

process information pertaining to other humans [7] and

autistic dysfunction originates in these brain systems,

exerting secondary, peripheral impacts through develop-

mental effects. For example, the social motivation hypo-

thesis posits that reduced social drive leads to inattention

to people and consequent failure of developmental

specialization in experience-driven brain systems, such

as the face perception system [8].
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Key points

� Specific brain regions involved in social information

processing are compromised in autism spectrum

disorder (ASD).

� There is also evidence for altered patterns of brain

connectivity accounting for ASD symptomatology.

� It remains unclear to what degree observed

differences in brain function reflect underlying core

brain dysfunctions or developmental effects of

having ASD.

� Imaging measures with high temporal acuity are

necessary to understand patterns of connectivity in

ASD and to specify the processing stage at which

dysfunction occurs.

� Deciphering the heterogeneity in both brain func-

tioning and behavioral characteristics in ASD will

require an integrated research approach, combining

behavioral measures with spatial and temporal in

the context of thorough longitudinal studies.
Several specific systems and corresponding anatomical

regions have been posited to comprise the neural

underpinnings for social behavior [9]. These systems

are displayed in Fig. 1 [9] and include biological motion

perception, linked to the superior temporal sulcus

(STS) [3]; face perception, linked to the fusiform gyrus

or fusiform face area (FFA) [10]; the action–perception

system, linked to the inferior frontal gyrus and inferior

parietal lobe (IPL) [10]; perception of emotional states

and emotional experience, linked to the amygdala and

limbic system [11]; visual perception of the human body,

linked to the extrastriate body area in lateral occipito-

temporal cortex [12]; social reward and reinforcement,

linked to the orbitofrontal cortex and ventrolateral pre-

frontal cortex [13]; and theory of mind, linked to pre-

frontal cortex [14]. Rather than a collection of modules,

this system reflects a true network with some degree of

specialization at individual nodes and emergent function-

ality via integrated processing across nodes.

A recent area of advanced understanding in ASD is

perception of biological motion. Human infants can

detect biological motion in the first days of life indepen-

dently of visual experience, as evidenced by differen-

tiation and preferential attention [15]. From these sparse

stimuli, complex attributes about identity, activity,

and emotional state can be inferred [16]. Distinction of

biological motion occurs rapidly; by 200 ms, the brain

distinguishes biological motion from other forms of

movement [17,18]. Behavioral studies have shown that,

from very early in life, children with ASD display reduced

sensitivity to biological motion [19]. Recent neuro-

imaging research demonstrates reduced activity in

portions of the STS during biological motion perception

in individuals with ASD. This same work investigated

unaffected siblings of autistic children, screened to

ensure no subthreshold autistic symptomatology was

present, and revealed increased compensatory activity

in complementary brain regions [20�]. These results

suggest that some differences in social brain systems

may be reflective of both the state and trait of having

ASD, but compensatory activation in other brain systems

may prevent development of the disorder itself.

Face perception is also an intensely studied social func-

tion in ASD [21]. Humans preferentially attend to faces

and recognize individual faces in early infancy [22].

Neural specialization for face perception is evident by

3 months of age [23,24] and throughout the lifespan

[25,26]. Children with ASD display reduced attention

to faces in the first year of life [6] with persisting differ-

ences in attention to and processing of faces [21,26,27].

Children with autism show reduced activity in the FFA

during free viewing of faces [21,28] that may reflect

underlying differences in visual attention; that is, people

with autism tend to fixate on different parts of the faces,
Copyright © Lippincott Williams & Wilkins. Unaut
such as the mouth rather than the eyes [29]. People with

ASD also show slowed processing of faces [30], a finding

that has also been observed in parents of children with

ASD [25] and infants at-risk for ASD [31]. Social

attentional factors likely contribute to these differences,

as individuals with ASD show reduced attentional modu-

lation of face perception [32�].

A matter of debate regarding face perceptual difficulties

in ASD is whether they reflect a specific problem with

social perception or a gross perceptual problem [33]. For

example, slowed processing of faces could be interpreted

as a reflection of atypical social perception or a broader

problem with connectivity among visual areas. Evidence

in support of the former account has been provided

by recent work contrasting analogous, experience-driven

brain networks involved in perception of social and non-

social information. Like faces, letters from an alphabet in

which one is literate elicit a rapid event related potential

component (N170) over occipitotemporal scalp [34].

McPartland et al. [35�] presented high-functioning indi-

viduals with ASD and typical controls with letters of

the Roman alphabet and a confabulated alphabet of

pseudoletters. Although individuals with ASD displayed

a characteristic delay in neural response to faces, they

did not demonstrate delays in the analogous response to

letters, drawing upon a comparably complex neural

network. These findings provide strong evidence that

the nature of social information, per se, is relevant in

understanding the brain bases of ASD.
Connectivity in neural systems
An alternative account for the core difficulties observed

in ASD suggests altered connectivity among distributed
horized reproduction of this article is prohibited.
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Figure 1 Brain regions subserving social perception and infor-

mation processing in the human brain
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Biological motion perception, linked to the superior temporal sulcus
(STS); face perception, linked to fusiform face area (FFA); the action–
perception system, linked to the inferior frontal gyrus and inferior parietal
lobe (IPL); perception of emotional states and emotional experience,
linked to the amygdala (AMY) and limbic system; visual perception of the
human body, linked to the extrastriate body area in lateral occipitotem-
poral cortex (EBA); social reward and reinforcement, linked to the
orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC);
and theory of mind, linked to prefrontal cortex (MPFC). Reprinted with
permission from [9].
brain regions [36]. Interconnectivity theories of ASD, in

contrast with social information processing theories,

generally cite nonspecific brain processes in which the

nature of the information processed is relevant only

insofar as it requires distributed brain function [37,38].

For example, it has been posited that, due to poor long-

range connectivity, simple, local processing is intact,

whereas complex and distributed information processing

is impaired in ASD [36]. Because social interaction

tends to be complex, these theories suggest that these

interactions are particularly vulnerable to disruption due

to underconnectivity. Because ASD is associated with a

wide range of cognitive, social, and perceptual diffi-

culties, disruption in neural connectivity has been

suggested as a parsimonious account for these varied

findings [39,40]. Several studies have directly measured

connectivity through imaging of white matter tracts con-

necting different brain regions, demonstrating atypical

patterns of connective tissue in ASD [41–43]; however,

most evidence for atypical interconnectivity in ASD has
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relied on functional MRI (fMRI) to examine covariation

in activity in distal brain regions. This approach has

demonstrated atypical connectivity at rest [44,45] and

during a wide range of tasks, including face perception

[46], attribution of mental states during viewing of

animations [47], language processing [44], executive

function [48], visual–motor action [49], and response

inhibition [50]. This body of research reveals inconsistent

patterns of results across studies, including underconnec-

tivity, overconnectivity, and typical patterns of connec-

tivity, suggesting that connectivity problems may not be a

universal feature of ASD [47].

Recent work has focused upon electroencephalography

(EEG) complexity as a marker of connectivity in ASD.

Catarino et al. [51��] employed a metric of complexity in

biological systems, multiscale entropy, to demonstrate

reduced complexity in adults with ASD during a visual

recognition task. The developmental nature of connec-

tivity problems in ASD has remained largely unexplored,

raising the possibility that, given the import of network

feedback in developing long-range brain connections,

localized problems in early development could manifest

as connectivity issues in studies of children and adults.

Bosl et al. [52��] recently provided initial evidence for a

role of connectivity in early development. The authors

contrasted EEG complexity in infants at risk for ASD and

normal-risk controls, revealing reduced complexity in

infants at risk. Although this study suggests the role of

connectivity in early development in ASD risk, diagnos-

tic outcome was not available for infants in this study, so it

is unclear whether connectivity reflects an early marker of

disease or autism-risk.

An area of growth for connectivity research in ASD will be

increased application of imaging measures with high

temporal resolution to enable the study of effective

connectivity in contrast with functional connectivity.

Functional connectivity studies test the null hypothesis

that activity in two regions shares no mutual information;

they are, thus, model-free, largely data-driven, and

without power to specify directionality of influence

[53]. In contrast, effective connectivity examines the

direct influence of one neural system on another by

testing a causal model, with theoretically constrained

connections (in terms of neuroanatomical, neurofunc-

tional, and neuropsychological considerations) specified

in advance [54,55]. Because current models of effective

connectivity feature rapid and transient integration of

information at both the local and distal levels, fMRI

studies lack requisite temporal resolution to test effective

connectivity [56]. Several recent studies have applied the

technique to electrophysiological brain data, which yields

the significant benefit of approximating the time scale of

actual brain processes [57,58]. Magnetoencephalography

(MEG) studies have employed effective connectivity to
orized reproduction of this article is prohibited.
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specify a neural path during typical face perception

that flows from the occipital lobe to the STS, IPL,

inferior frontal gyrus, and then motor cortex [59,60],

highlighting the role of brain regions involved in face

processing (fusiform gyrus [61]) and action–perception

(IPL, inferior frontal gyrus [62]). Wicker et al. [63]

examined effective connectivity in ASD compared with

typical controls, revealing patterns of atypical connec-

tivity among social brain regions during emotional face

perception. Groups were not matched on cognitive

ability and, thus, it cannot be determined to what degree

functional differences reflected ASD, per se, versus

general cognitive impairment or nonspecific develop-

mental disturbance. This nascent area of research

suggests that future work investigate effective connec-

tivity using imaging methods, such as EEG and MEG,

with acute temporal resolution.
Future directions
Some of the research discussed above is yet to be

replicated, and some has failed to replicate universally

across samples. Heterogeneity in brain function and the

behavioral phenotype in ASD is the rule rather than the

exception [63], and parsing this heterogeneity has been a

research priority. The research presented here suggests

that employment of multimethod studies (i.e., including

behavioral measures and spatial and temporal imaging)

in the context of longitudinal studies of development

will be a critical strategy needed to reveal meaningful

differences that may be evident only in trajectory. This

integrated research approach will exploit the strengths of

each investigative method to enable profiling of function

across levels and at individual stages of processing to

inform development of specific treatment modalities.

Individuals exhibiting anomalous function at processing

associated with low-level visual perception would

naturally require distinct intervention approaches from

those showing problems with subsequent, higher-order

processes. We envision a strategy of deep behavior and

brain phenotyping to offer a detailed profile of brain–

behavior performance for a given individual for the

purpose of subcategorization (e.g., for genetic analysis),

treatment selection, and prediction of treatment

response. Preliminary work suggests the viability of this

strategy in those individuals presenting with complemen-

tary behavioral and brain markers of difficulties with

emotion regulation showing improvements in both

measures after cognitive behavioral therapy targeted to

their specific domain of impairment [64].
Conclusion
Electrophysiological brain measures have provided key

insights into the neural bases of ASD. Recent research

suggests specificity of dysfunction to brain systems
Copyright © Lippincott Williams & Wilkins. Unaut
subserving social perception and information processing

with preserved function in parallel systems processing

nonsocial information. The temporal acuity of electro-

physiological recordings reveals decreased processing

efficiency in ASD. It remains unclear whether con-

nectivity problems reflect developmental effects of

anomalies in social brain systems or core brain dysfunc-

tion. The cost-effectiveness and broad applicability of

EEG measures offers great promise for understanding

early development in ASD and creating novel methods

for detecting atypical brain function early in life.
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